Diagnosis of rotor faults by fast Fourier transform using an auxiliary winding voltage
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ABSTRACT

Condition monitoring and on-line detection have attracted several researchers in order to carry out an efficient diagnosis of machine failures. Therefore, the detection in early stage avoids system breakdown and reduce the maintenance cost. This paper presents a new diagnostic approach to detect the broken bars and broken end ring faults for a squirrel cage induction machine based on the fast Fourier transform analysis applied on a new signature as the voltage of an auxiliary winding. The auxiliary winding is a small coil inserted between two of the stator phases, the explicit expression of its voltage is presented. The signal is monitored in six faults cases under a different load level, the emergence of the fault frequencies changes for each kind of failure. The successfully simulation results obtained show the effectiveness of this approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Enhancing the capabilities of monitoring and incipient fault detection becomes a must to prevent unscheduled downtimes and production process losses costs. The condition monitoring in recent years received a substantial amount attention for induction machine. The squirrel cage induction motor is an essential part in the industry sector due to its high performance and its efficiency. The variety operating environmental conditions that the motor is exposed to cause the appearance of different defects in different types of motor breakdowns [1]. The most common faults that can occur in the induction motor are 1) roller bearing faults; 2) opening or shorting stator circuiting faults; 3) broken rotor bars and end rings faults; 4) static or dynamic air-gap eccentricity [2], these faults can seem gradually without any symptoms with increasing stress to the adjacent bars causing progressively its deterioration and a total motor damage. Therefore, online monitoring and diagnosis approaches are of paramount importance to detect failures in early stage. This avoids engine damage and reduce production shutdowns.

Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a powerful digital signal processing (DSP) tool that converts a signal from displaying in time domain to the frequency domain in order to generate the power spectral density, which can describe the signal by its frequency spectrum [3]-[6]. The spectrum analyser presents the magnitude information about the frequency component of the converted signal which can be easier to investigate. Choosing a proper Signal is a challenging task for monitoring by the spectral analysis technique [7]-[13].

10% of the total motor fault are related to the rotor, but the asymmetry produced in this case can be the subject of mechanical or thermal failures, thus a significant malfunction in the motor. Besides that,
broken rotor bars are one of the serious failures that occur in the squirrel cage induction machine. The deterioration of the bars leads to a distortion in the air-gap magnetic field and the appearance of oscillations at the speed and torque [14]. The number of the broken bars influence the oscillation amplitude and generate a mechanical vibration. More specifically, the breakage gives rise to a fault field which induces in Fourier spectrum a multiple harmonic component around the fundamental frequency [6], [15].

To improve the signal clarity of the FFT spectrum, windowing technique is used to eliminate the spectral leakage caused by discontinuities in the original signal [16]. Applying a window reduces the amplitude of the discontinuities, this technique consists of multiplying the signal in time domain by a finite length window with an amplitude that varies gradually toward zero [17]. There is different window function, the most popular are Hanning, Hamming, Blackman-Harris, Kaiser-Bessel and the flat top window. Each window has its own performances and the frequency characteristics. This frequency constitutes a spectral with a main lobe and several side lobes which affect the resulting frequency spectrum. The function window selection depends on the applications. At 95% of cases, the Hanning window has a satisfactory frequency resolution owing to its sinusoidal shape and its end side lobes which are close to zero [18].

The main novelty of this article stems from the use of the auxiliary winding voltage as a signal for the fast Fourier transform analysis using the Hanning window in order to diagnosis the broken bars and end rings failures. For that reason, the squirrel cage induction machine modeling and the proposed method description is presented to determine the monitored signal.

2. SQUIRREL CAGE INDUCTION MACHINE MODELING

The squirrel cage induction motor comprises a three phase windings stator and a \( N_r \) bars shorted together by two identical end rings on the rotor. The rotor is represented as a mesh model constituted of multiple loops, each loops present two adjacent bars connected to portions of end rings. The study is based on the following assumptions [19], [20]:
- Sinusoidally distributed stator windings.
- Infinity iron permeability.
- Neglecting saturation.
- Uniform air gap.
- Neglecting inter-bar currents.
- Evenly distributed rotor bars.
- Neglecting flux coupling between different winding without air gap crossing.

The voltage equations for the motor can be written in vector matrix model as [21]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix} V_s \end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix} R_s \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I_{3s} \end{bmatrix} + \frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix} \phi_{3s} \end{bmatrix} \\
\begin{bmatrix} V_r \end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix} R_r \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I_r \end{bmatrix} + \frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix} \phi_r \end{bmatrix} \\
\begin{bmatrix} \phi_{3s} \end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix} L_s \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I_{3s} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} M_{sr} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I_r \end{bmatrix} \\
\begin{bmatrix} \phi_r \end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix} L_r \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I_r \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} M_{rs} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I_{3s} \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

where \([V]\) is the voltage vector, \([I]\) is the current vector,\( [R_s]_{3\times3} \) and \( [R_r]_{N_r \times N_r} \) are the stator and the rotor resistances matrixes respectively. Whereas \( [L_s]_{3\times3} \) is the stator winding inductance matrix, \( [L_r]_{N_r \times N_r} \) is the rotor inductance matrix,\( [M_{sr}]_{3 \times N_r} \) is the mutual inductance matrix between stator and rotor, \( [\phi_s] \), \( [\phi_r] \) are the stator and rotor flux vectors. The modeling details are presented in [22].

In a polyphase machine the electromagnetic torque equation is presented as:

\[
C_{em} = \frac{3}{2} p \, L_{sr} \left( \, I_{qs} \sum_{k=0}^{N_r-1} l_{rk} \cos(Ka) - I_{ds} \sum_{k=0}^{N_r-1} l_{rk} \sin(Ka) \right)
\]

with:

\[
L_{sr} = \frac{4 \mu_0 N_s R_L}{\pi \rho} \sin(\theta/2), \quad a = \frac{2\pi}{N_r} p \quad \text{and} \quad K = 0, ..., N_r
\]

R, L, and e present the machine geometrical parameters, the air gap mean radius, the stack length, and the ring thickness respectively.

Furthermore, the rotor mechanical equations can be written as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\omega}{dt} &= C_{em} - C_r - f_v \omega \\
\omega &= \frac{d\theta}{dt}
\end{align*}
\] (6)

where \(C_{em}\) is the electromagnetic torque, \(C_r\) is the load torque, \(\omega\) is the mechanical speed and \(f_v\) is the friction coefficient.

3. AUXILIARY WINDING VOLTAGE

The technique is built considering an auxiliary winding inserted in the stator part as a small coil. Figure 1 shows the coil position that forms an angle \(\theta_0\) with the A stator phase and has no conductive contact with other phases but is mutually coupled with all the other circuits in both the stator and rotor sides. This approach was applied previously to a wound rotor induction motor [23]-[25]. The voltage of the auxiliary winding is the main key of this method.

From solving the equation system above formed by (3) to (6) using Runge-Kutta numerical method, we obtain the main current vector which leads to the auxiliary winding flux:

\[\varphi_{aux} = a \ I_{sa} + b \ I_{sb} + c \ I_{sc} + \sum_{i=1}^{N_r} d_j \ I_{ri}\] (7)

The coefficients \(a, b, c\) related to the stator part are in function of the phase shifting \(\theta_0\) and \(d_j\) related to rotor part depend on time.

\[
\begin{align*}
a &= M_{saux} \cos(\theta_0) \\
b &= M_{saux} \cos\left(\frac{2\pi}{3} - \theta_0\right) \\
c &= M_{saux} \cos\left(\frac{4\pi}{3} - \theta_0\right) \\
d_j &= M_{raux} \cos\left(\theta + \frac{j\pi}{3}\right), \quad j = 0, 2, 4 \ldots
\end{align*}
\]

\(M_{saux}\) is the mutual inductance between the stator and the auxiliary winding
\(M_{raux}\) is the mutual inductance between the rotor and the auxiliary winding

The auxiliary winding voltage expression as a function of its flux is:

\[V_{aux} = \frac{d\varphi_{aux}}{dt}\] (8)

The signal chosen for the FFT analysis is the auxiliary winding voltage, for that purpose, we should consider two other fictive coils forming together with the inserted coil a three-phase system.

\[V_{auxa} = \frac{d\varphi_{auxa}}{dt}, \quad V_{auxb} = \frac{d\varphi_{auxb}}{dt}, \quad V_{auxc} = \frac{d\varphi_{auxc}}{dt}\] (9)

\[\varphi_{auxa} = \varphi_{sa} + \varphi_{sb} + \varphi_{sc} + \sum_{i=1}^{N_r} \varphi_{ri}\] (10)

The simulation result doesn’t change with applying different angle values, it does not depend on time therefore, we choose the \(\theta_0 = 0\) for the next study. Thus, the flux expression is represented as:

\[\varphi_{auxa} = M_{saux} \ I_{sa} - \frac{M_{saux}}{2} \ I_{sb} - \frac{M_{saux}}{2} \ I_{sc} + \sum_{i=1}^{N_r} M_{raux} \cos\left(\theta + \frac{j\pi}{3}\right) \ I_{ri}, \quad j = 0, 2, 4 \ldots\] (11)

![Figure 1. Auxiliary winding emplacement inside the squirrel cage induction motor](image-url)
4. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

The performance of the fault detection method proposed in this paper, is tested by simulations at different broken bars and end rings conditions under variable load. These simulations are carried out by Matlab for a 450W squirrel cage induction motor using the Hanning window. The machine parameters are given in Table 1.

Six different motor cases were simulated with increasing load level from 0.5-3 Nm. First, the case of a healthy motor is presented. Then the rotor bars breakage occurs gradually as follows: one broken bar case, two adjacent broken bars case, two separated broken bars case, one end ring case and two adjacent broken bars with end ring case.

The frequency domain shows the monitored signal present at varying frequencies. Therefore, the FFT applied to the auxiliary winding voltage with the sampling period of $T_e=0.0056$ s and the number of samples $N=1000$, that illustrates the frequency spectrum of this signal for detecting whether a rotor is faulty. The healthy motor cases are plotted for better comparison with rotor broken bars failure and different torques. From the simulation result, it appears clearly that the amplitude rises proportionally with increasing load whichever the faults are. At the beginning of the simulation, the motor is healthy and unloaded. Figure 2(a) shows the peak of the first harmonic at 100 Hz and the auxiliary voltage amplitude stays at 68 V. Whereas at $Cr=3$ Nm the amplitude has increased to 74 V and some sideband harmonics appear in different frequencies, but the most significant is the one at 92 Hz caused by load as shown in Figure 2(b). This means that the load is also considered as a disturbance and that the signal can inform us about the presence of an overload.

All the figures of the auxiliary winding voltage presented below are under load of $Cr=3$Nm.

The healthy state is considered as the reference state. The results obtained in this case describe the characteristics of the signal used which is the voltage of the auxiliary winding. For the rotor broken bars and end rings faults it can be seen in those graphs that the peaks developed has different frequencies. Those peaks amplitudes of the auxiliary winding voltage increase according to the failures gravity and the number of the bars broken. Furthermore, increasing load affect the shape and the size of the side lobe peaks.

Figure 3 shows the spectrum of the auxiliary voltage with one broken bar fault. The high frequency oscillation is at 79 Hz. For $Cr=0.5$ Nm, the main peak has an amplitude equals to 52 V. This amplitude rises to 85 V at $Cr=1.875$ Nm and to 118 V at $Cr=3$ Nm. Moreover, other different peaks appear between 70 Hz and 90 Hz margins. Their size and shape changes depending on the load level. The most viewable peak is the one at 80 Hz. It corresponds to an amplitude of 22 V in the first level. The largest peak at 85 Hz corresponds to an amplitude of 27 V in the second level. For the third load level two significant peaks appear at 87 Hz and at 90 Hz having an amplitude of 38 V and 85 V respectively.
Table 1. Squirrel cage induction motor parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Power supply voltage</td>
<td>220/380 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>Number of pole pairs</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_r</td>
<td>Number of rotor bars</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_s</td>
<td>Number of stator slots</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Ring thickness</td>
<td>0.38 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Air gap mean radius</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Stack length</td>
<td>60 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_s</td>
<td>Resistance of a rotor bar</td>
<td>4.1 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_e</td>
<td>Resistance of the rotor end ring</td>
<td>74 μΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_b</td>
<td>Leakage inductance of rotor bars</td>
<td>0.33 μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_e</td>
<td>Leakage inductance of rotor end rings</td>
<td>0.33 μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Moment of inertia</td>
<td>$4.5 \times 10^{-3}$ Nm$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Spectrum of auxiliary winding voltage for one broken bar motor; (a) In case of Cr=0.5 Nm, (b) In case of Cr=1.875 Nm, (c) In case of Cr=3 Nm

In the case of two adjacent broken bars there are different peaks that vary in size, amplitude and shape in 40 Hz and 75 Hz margins. The main peak appears at 53 Hz when Cr=0.5 Nm in Figure 4(a). Its amplitude is 60 V. Another significant peak is detected at 54 Hz with an amplitude of 22 V. The increasing load to Cr=1.875 Nm leads the amplitude of the main peak rise to 109 V and the appearance of a larger peak shown at 57 Hz. Its amplitude is 30 V as shown in Figure 4(b). The amplitude continuously rises according to the load. In Figure 4(c), for Cr=3 Nm, the high frequency reaches 150 V. More other peaks appear at 59 Hz, 64 Hz and 66 Hz. Their amplitude is 25 V, 49 V and 47 V respectively.

The two separated broken bar case in Figure 5 shows a frequency band from 40 to 75 Hz. For Cr=0.5 Hz two peaks appear: the main harmonic is at 52 Hz with an amplitude of 60 V and the other one at 54 Hz corresponding to an amplitude of 15 V as shown in Figure 5(a). These changes depend on the increasing load. With Cr=1.875 Nm more other peaks appear as shown in Figure 5(b), the significant ones are at 55 Hz, 58 Hz and 60 Hz corresponding respectively to 20, 25 and 17 V. The main frequency amplitude is 95 V. At full a load Cr=3 Nm, multiple frequencies appear. The viewable peaks are at 58, 63 Hz and a larger peak arises at 72 Hz. Their amplitude changes to 25, 42 and 20 V respectively in Figure 5(c). The highest frequency reaches 130 Hz.

The broken end ring spectrum presents two significant peaks in different load level. But the amplitude and the frequency change as shown in Figure 6. The main harmonic is at 78 Hz; its amplitude rises
with the load level of 55 V to 100 Hz. In Figure 6(a) for Cr=0.5 Nm a second peak appears at 80 Hz corresponding to an amplitude of 20 V. When the load rises to Cr=1.875 Nm in Figure 6(b), the peak appears at 84 Hz and the amplitude rises to 40 Hz. The second peak illustrated in Figure 6(c) appears at 87 Hz and reaches an amplitude of 65 V for a Cr=3 Nm.

Figure 4. FFT spectrum of auxiliary winding voltage for two adjacent broken bars; (a) In case of Cr=0.5 Nm, (b) In case of Cr=1.875 Nm, (c) In case of Cr=3 Nm

Figure 5. FFT spectrum of auxiliary winding voltage for two separated broken bars; (a) In case of Cr=0.5 Nm, (b) In case of Cr=1.875 Nm, (c) In case of Cr=3 Nm
Figure 6. FFT spectrum of auxiliary winding voltage for a broken end ring, (a) In case of Cr=0.5 Nm, (b) In case of Cr=1.875 Nm, (c) In case of Cr=3 Nm

In the case of two broken bars with a broken end ring, the graphs in figure 7 show that the peak frequencies range is from 19 Hz to 60 Hz which is the largest frequency band. Also, the main frequency occurs at 32 Hz and its amplitude rises from 65 V to 170 V. In Figure 7(a) the second peak appears at 33 Hz corresponding to an amplitude of 25 V. Substantial peaks appear in Figure 7(b) between 35 Hz and 39 Hz corresponding to an amplitude of almost 38 V for a Cr=1.875 Nm. For a full load Cr=3 Nm, the peaks occur between 39 Hz and 48 Hz. Their amplitude reaches almost 45 V as it is shown in Figure 7(c).

Figure 7. FFT spectrum of auxiliary winding voltage for two adjacent broken bars with end ring; (a) In case of Cr=0.5 Nm, (b) In case of Cr=1.875 Nm, (c) In case of Cr=3 Nm
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the fast Fourier transform spectrum is presented to detect the broken bars and end rings fault in the squirrel cage induction machine using the auxiliary winding voltage as the monitored signal. The simulation results showed a very clear differences between the six fault cases. The frequency band related to each kind of failure and the amplitude of the peaks depends on the fault degree and the load level. The shift of this frequency band presents the faults characteristics, the more the motor is loaded, the more the number of the peaks arises and their amplitude increases. Moreover, the fault severity and the number of the broken bars influence the spectrum. The FFT of the auxiliary winding voltage makes the occurrence of the noticeable fault. It has a satisfactory result for on-line monitoring by detecting failure in an early stage and avoid the drive breakdown. For more accuracy, another diagnostic technique will be used in the future work. It is based on the Wavelet transform to detect temporary broken bars and end rings faults in squirrel cage induction motor.
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